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August 31, 1977 
Department of the Navy 
Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, DC 20375 
Attention: Mr. Wayne A. Carrington, Code 2414 
Subject: 	Final Report Letter 
Gentlemen: 
On behalf of the Engineering Experiment Station of the Georgia 
Institute of Technology this final report is submitted on Purchase 
Order Number N00173-77-M-E633 entitled "Sea Backscatter Measurements 
Support." Georgia Tech appreciates the opportunity to be a part of 
the N.R.L. radar measurements program and sincerely hopes that the 
Radar and Instrumentation Laboratory can be of further aid in any 
program of mutual interest. 
Work Tasks Performed  
1) Installation of radar equipment on the south building at the 
Georgia Tech/U.S. Navy field site, Boca Raton, FL, was carried out 
under the direction of Mr. J. P. Hansen with the assistance of Mr. 
Vince Cavaleri and Georgia Tech personnel. 
2) Day to day operation of the field site during the test measurements 
periods and assistance in calibration and, maintenance was performed on 
an as needed basis. Various errands to local supply houses were run 
by Georgia Tech personnel. 
3) The Georgia Tech Experimental "I" band radar (GT-X) was available 
as needed for long range data on sea and weather conditions. 
4) Aid was also supplied in closing down the experiment and reship-
ment of equipment back to the Naval Research Laboratory. 
Expenses Incurred  
1) Personal Services 	 $3,060.00 
2) Retirement 	 237.00 
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Total 	$8,936.00  
If Georgia Tech can be of further assistance to you at any time, 
please contact Mr. J. L. Eaves at (404) 894-3527 or Mr. F. B. Dyer 
at (404) 894-3539. 
Very truly yours, 





D J. A. Scheer 
Head, Experimental Branch 
Radar and Instrumentation Laboratory 
